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the move towards ott is also being encouraged by the indian government, which announced in early january it would be testing a new programme to distribute digital content to several million (mostly unconnected) families
across the country. the national telecom regulatory policy council has separately approved a plan for an over-the-top (ott) model in which telecom firms can be paid to transmit content to ott players. but the american model, in
which content is made available by companies to their own subscribers only, may not work in india. its the power of god, i guess, that it shall not be changed' - but if anyone could stop the inexorable march of the internet and the
telephone into our homes, its the good lord. thats certainly the way most working stiffs and their wives have come to see it.wed, 22 mar 2015 15:25:13 +00005139 at http://indiabiz.comwhy and how to move corporate cloud
computing into m&a, part ihttp://indiabiz.com/why-and-how-to-move-corporate-cloud-computing-into-m-a-part-i-1 why and how to move corporate cloud computing into m&a, part i in a global economy, indian companies often
have to look beyond india and sometimes within it to find customers and new markets. this is why many deal makers want to move to the cloud, and why they might be interested in buying systems built around cloud platforms.
many companies have to keep at least one eye on emerging markets and are actively developing new business strategies, say two indian it industry insiders. these deals are often called “strategic” because the acquirer wants to
make available to customers goods or services in new ways. these technologies are generally expensive and the acquirer may not want to manage them. it may only want to borrow the data, for example, without having to
manage the infrastructure. it is often called “infrastructure as a service” (iaas).
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so at the moment theres a real sense of excitement because these are really unusual organisations, and theres an almost a sense that the potential is untapped. and so its like we are in the best of times. some of the things that
are happening are pretty unbelievable. you talk about 10 years ago an independent channel trying to to get you know to do something with these large groups of viewers, and at that time there was a sense that its going to be
some kind of supervised effort and that people werent going to do anything crazy. but it just seemed almost inevitable that we would have an ad-supported network. there were many of these networks that sprung up - its not
surprising at all, and a lot of the models that they have around, for example, the tlc model, you know you have 10 million viewers for free and if you want to do more you pay but its like a kind of licence fee, that model wasnt

really in the cards when i first moved into television. now they have started creating models where you are paying for content but you have a two-hour ad commercial every hour. and that really wasnt possible 10 or 15 years ago,
and now its like, oh thats a great idea! there has to be a conversation about what kind of service, for example, star world in india is going to offer. and it can be a very interesting discussion about what kinds of content that is

going to be offered. and what kind of channels they are going to support. and how that kind of service is going to be delivered and priced. offers on cable services (especially movies) are expected to increase by as much as 500
per cent in the next 12 months, according to telecom industry analysts. so who cares if its not 100 per cent perfectly certain that the subscribers make it to the net. as always, its all about marketing and theres too much of it.
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